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Although there are numerous uses for domestic 
drones, research by the Association for Unmanned 
Vehicle Systems International (AUVSI) has found 
that precision agriculture and public safety are 
the most profitable commercial and civil markets 
and may provide 90 percent of the total potential 
market for unmanned aerial systems. Drones are 
already in use by federal, state, and local agencies 
and aid in law enforcement. According to 
Gretchen West, Vice President of AUVSI, “[drone] 
technology is an extra tool to help an industry 
be more effective.”9 

There are economic incentives to making drones 
more prevalent in the national airspace. Industry 
leaders and policymakers maintain that the United 
States loses $10 billion in potential economic 
revenue each year that drone integration is 
delayed10. In 2013, several drone manufacturers 
paid nearly $26 million to AUVSI, which is lobbying 
for the expedited integration of unmanned vehicles 
and robotics.11  

As domestic drones become more prevalent, 
however, several issues remain unresolved. 
These issues are particularly salient because 
drones are likely to transform the physical 
and legal landscapes of our country. An overview 
of existing law suggests that there are inadequate 
safeguards in place to protect privacy and due 
process rights.

“I have seen firsthand the surveillance capabilities of 
drone aircrafts. Drones have the unique capability to 
peer into private homes and businesses and listen to 
private conversations…[There was] a demonstration 
in front of my house, and so, I went to the window 
to peek out and see who was there, and there was a 
drone right there, at the window, looking out at me.” 
- Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-CA), independent 
testimony on domestic drone usage, hearing of 
the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, 
and Transportation, January 15, 2014 1

Drones are aircraft that can be operated 
without the possibility of human intervention on 
or within the aircraft2.  The vast prevalence of 
domestic drones is nearly inevitable. In February 
2012, Congress passed the Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) Modernization and Reform 
Act, which mandated that drones be further 
integrated into the national airspace by September 
20153.  The Secretary of Transportation4  and the 
FAA were delegated with the responsibility of 
making domestic drone operation a reality5.  
The FAA has already made progress toward 
this goal: in November 2013, the FAA produced 
a roadmap for the integration of drones and 
in December, the FAA selected six sites to test 
domestic drone integration.6

General Atomics MQ-1C Gray Eagle
Image Source: U.S. Army
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Enacted Drone Laws
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•    Law enforcement use of drones 
      should be restricted.

•    Data collection should be strictly 
      monitored.

•    The FAA should require, not merely 
      recommend, that test sites incorporate 
      the Fair Information Principles into 
      their privacy policies.

•    The weaponization of drones should 
     be prohibited.
 
•    The right to due process should be 
      preserved.

•    States and individuals should have the
     ability to bring a cause of action against 
     an entity that, in operating a drone, 
     violates their rights.
  
•    Drone deployment by federal agents 
     must be subjected to Congressional 
     oversight and local public drone use 
     should be subjected to local city 
     council oversight.

•    The general public should be engaged 
      in the development of policy guidelines 
      by a public body intending to 
      operate drones.

•    In keeping with the principle of 
      transparency, the FAA should make 
      available to the public the names 
      of drone applicants, the holders of 
      Certificates of Authorization, other 
      licensees, and privacy policies of 
      drone-operating agencies.
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Drones are capable of housing a variety of 
highly intrusive surveillance technologies. As 
such, drones will aid governmental agencies in 
conducting surveillance with high efficiency. How 
should drones be regulated in order to preserve 
privacy? How will existing privacy law affect 
domestic drones? As it turns out, existing privacy 
law is inadequate in addressing domestic drone 
operations. Although privacy statutes exist on the 
federal and state levels and the Fourth Amendment 
theoretically protects individuals from unwarranted 
surveillance, these measures prove inadequate 
because the statutes are out of step with today’s 
technological realities and the standards set forth 
in case law may prove tenuous with the mass 
introduction of drones. 

Drones also impact due process rights. Drones 
are perhaps best known for the role they play in 
conducting signature strikes against suspected 
militants abroad. Will civilians on American soil 
ever be subjected to drone attacks? Should civilians 
fear the weaponization of drones or their use in 
delivering lethal payloads? Although the Fifth and 
Fourteenth Amendments assure individuals of the 
right to due process before the deprivation of life, 
liberty, or property, these rights have already begun 
to erode due to the global war on terror and the 
use of drones to conduct signature strikes by virtue 
of executive decisions that are devoid of judicial 
review. With the mass introduction of domestic 
drones, there remains a threat and real fear that 
drones may be used to deprive individuals of life, 
liberty, or property with no opportunity to dispute 
the charges brought against them.

Americans of all ethnicities and creeds are likely to 
be affected by the domestic deployment of drones. 
American Muslims have a special contribution to 
make to this discussion. Having been subjected 
to special law enforcement attention and scrutiny,  
American Muslims find themselves particularly 
susceptible to infractions of civil liberties. As 
representatives of the American Muslim population 
and with the expertise to ground our analysis, the 
Muslim Public Affairs Council (MPAC) proposes 
the following guidelines to address the issues of 
law enforcement use of drones, data collection, 
weaponization of drones, due process, oversight, 
and transparency:



Adequate protection of privacy is necessary 
to allow the public to take advantage of drone 
technology without becoming a society in which 
every movement is monitored by the authorities. 
Simultaneously, drone developers need regulations 
so that they can conduct research and development 
unimpeded by protests and news reports. 
Additionally, the weaponization of drones on 
domestic soil poses a threat to due process rights 
and public safety. This was acknowledged by Sen. 
Dianne Feinstein, who called for a total prohibition 
on the weaponization of domestic drones.13 Indeed, 
politicians and policymakers representing a broad 
spectrum of political views advocate regulations for 
domestic drones. 

Many proposed bills have attempted to address 
the issues discussed in MPAC’s guidelines. Since 
2013, 14 bills were introduced in Congress. For 
instance, Sen. Edward Markey’s (D-MA) Drone 
Aircraft Privacy and Transparency Act of 2013, 
in part, would require private drone operators to 
submit a data collection statement to the FAA 
before operating any drones, which provides details 
on who will operate the drone, where it will be 
operated, and the kind of information it will collect.
Because of its strong safeguards of individual 
privacy, MPAC supports the Drone Aircraft Privacy 
and Transparency Act of 2013. Additionally, because 
of its prohibition on the weaponization of drones, 
MPAC supports Rep. Michael Burgess’ (R-TX)
No Armed Drones Act of 2013.14 

In 2013, over 100 bills were introduced in 43 states 
addressing drone usage. Of these, 13 states enacted 
16 new laws addressing domestic drone usage 
and 11 states adopted 16 resolutions. Many of the 
2013 bills have been carried over to 2014; thus far, 
six bills have been enacted in 2014. This brings 
the total number of enacted drone legislation to 
22 laws in 17 states and 16 resolutions in 11 states. 
The vast majority of these bills include some 
elements of MPAC’s guidelines. For instance, 

almost all of the bills introduced require law 
enforcement to acquire a probable cause 
warrant before using a drone in an investigation, 
which will significantly protect the public from 
unreasonable, unwarranted surveillance by local 
law enforcement. Of the bills enacted in 2013, 
Oregon’s HB 2710 is the most comprehensive 
in addressing privacy rights. Oregon’s HB 
2710 also prohibits public bodies from flying 
weaponizeddrones. As such, MPAC supports 
Oregon’s legislation. 15  

Drones pose an unprecedented threat to civil 
liberties. They can be utilized to conduct incessant 
mass surveillance through the mutual coordination 
of multiple drones over a given neighborhood. 
This report presents an overview of the existing 
law on privacy and due process and an analysis of 
legislative proposals in order to ascertain whether 
they will adequately protect civil liberties or 
whether more is required. Part I lays out existing 
law on privacy and due process and addresses the 
integration of drones into the national airspace 
from those vantage points. Part II proposes 
guidelines for regulations, while Part III describes 
the various bills and other measures being taken 
to regulate drones.
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I.  What are Drones?
Drones are aircraft that can be operated without 
the possibility of human intervention on or within 
the aircraft.16  Drones may be remotely-piloted 
or pre-programmed.17  Drones may come in the 
shape of a remote-controlled toy helicopter or 
the 32,000-pound, $222.7 million Global Hawk, 
renowned for its surveillance capabilities.18 Drones 
have variously been described as Unmanned Aerial 
Vehicles (UAVs), Remotely Piloted Vehicles (RPVs), 
Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPAs), robot planes, 
and pilotless aircraft. When UAVs are referred to in 
conjunction with their ground control systems and 
data links, they are referred to as Unmanned Aerial 
Systems (UASs).19 In this report, we refer to them 
simply as drones. 

Touting the role of drones in intelligence collection 
and reconnaissance, the U.S. Department of Defense 
defines UAVs as, “powered aerial vehicles sustained 
in flight by aerodynamic lift over most of their 
flight path and guided without an onboard crew. 
They may be expendable or recoverable and 
can fly autonomously or piloted remotely.”20 The 
United States military has been researching and 
employing drones since 1917, with the invention of 
the unmanned Kettering Aerial Torpedo, nicknamed 
“Bug.”21 Drone technology has advanced rapidly, 
with the result of drones that can now be 
weaponized and equipped with sophisticated 
surveillance technology.22

Prox Dynamics AS Black Hornet Nano Unmanned Aerial Vehicle  

Richard Watt, U.K. Ministry of Defence
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Although drones can be used for beneficial 
purposes such as agriculture, even small drones 
can be equipped with video cameras, thermal 
imaging devices, GPS tracking technology, and cell 
phone eavesdropping implements.23  Drones may 
be equipped with heat sensors, radars, infrared 
cameras, live-feed video cameras,24  motion 
detectors, automated license plate readers,25  
and high resolution “gigapixel” cameras.26  They 
can further be furnished with facial recognition 
technology, license plate readers, and advanced 
forms of radar detection.27  These capabilities make 
drone technology highly valuable for military and 
law enforcement purposes. The U.S. currently has 
the greatest number and variety of drones, although 
up to 87 nations in all are amassing drones.28 

A drone may be designated as public or civil based 
on the identity of the main operator. According 
to the FAA, “[a] public aircraft is one that is only 
for the United States government or owned and 
operated by the government of a state, the District 
of Columbia, or a territory or possession of the U. S. 
or a political subdivision. Operators of public aircraft 
include the Department of Defense, Department of 
Justice, Department of Homeland Security, National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration, National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, state/local 
agencies and qualifying universities.” This distinction 
extends to drones as well: a public drone is only for 
the use of a governmental agency, while civil drones 
are other than public drones and may include drones 
used by civilians and companies.29

Drone technology has advanced 
rapidly, with the result of drones 
that can now be weaponized 
and equipped with sophisticated 
surveillance technology.

II. The FAA Modernization  
and Reform Act of 2012 
The prevalence of drones in the national airspace 
is nearly inevitable. Through the Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) Modernization and Reform 
Act of 2012 (FMRA), Congress decreed that civil 
drones30  be integrated into the national airspace by 
September 2015.31  The FMRA required the Secretary 
of Transportation to develop a plan that provided 
recommendations for rulemaking (e.g. concerning 
acceptable standards for operation and certification 
of civil drones) and a phased-in plan for the 
integration of drones into the national airspace.32 
 
The Secretary of Transportation was further required 
to make publicly-available a five-year roadmap 
for the integration of civil drones into the national 
airspace; this roadmap would be coordinated by 
the FAA’s Unmanned Aircraft Program and made 
available on the FAA’s website.33 The FMRA also 
required the FAA to establish six test sites where the 
integration of civil drones into the national airspace 
could be studied and where appropriate policies and 
guidelines could be developed.34  

Of note, the FMRA also commissioned the Secretary 
of Transportation with issuing guidance on the 
expedited integration of “public unmanned aircraft 
systems” into the national airspace. Specifically, 
the Secretary of Transportation was delegated 
to issue guidance on the expedited processing of 
Certificates of Authorization for public agencies 
and to collaborate with public agencies to assure 
the “incremental expansion [of public drones] into 
the national airspace” as the technology matures 
and the “safety analysis and data” becomes 
available.35  The Secretary of Transportation was also 
required to enter into agreements with appropriate 
government entities in order “to simplify the process 
for certificates of waiver or authorization” should 
they want to operate public drones in the national 
airspace.36  In spite of this apparent endorsement 
of drone usage by civilian and public groups, the 
FMRA does not explicitly address the potential 
infringement of constitutional liberties in the 
operation of a drone. 
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In spite of the FMRA, the FAA’s prerogative to 
impose a ban on civil drones was disputed in March 
2014. Judge Patrick Geraghty of the National 
Transportation Safety Board ruled that the FAA 
cannot issue a fine for the flying of a civil drone 
because the FAA issued no legally binding rule 
prohibiting the flying of civil drones. The FAA 
has appealed this decision to the full National 
Transportation Safety Board, which stays Judge 
Geraghty’s decision until the Board rules.37

III. Proposed privacy requirements 
for test site programs and 
selected sites
Soon after the enactment of FMRA, several 
organizations petitioned the FAA under the 
Administrative Procedure Act to address privacy 
and civil liberties concerns. On February 24, 2012, 
the Electronic Privacy Information Center (EPIC) 
and over 100 other entities petitioned the FAA 
to commence a rulemaking process in order to 
address privacy and civil liberties concerns raised 
by the use of drones.38  Citing both dangers from 
civilian and governmental usage of drones, EPIC 
wrote that “[d]rones are designed to undertake 
constant, persistent surveillance to a degree that 
former methods of aerial surveillance were unable 
to achieve.” EPIC noted that companies can use 
“paparazzi drones”39  to stalk celebrities, and 
criminals can use drones for harassment and to 
threaten public safety.40  EPIC requested that the 
FAA propose rules in order to safeguard privacy 
and seek comments on the proposed rules.41  

In a letter to EPIC dated February 13, 2013, the 
FAA acknowledged the privacy concerns raised 
in EPIC’s petition and announced its decision to 
address these issues through “engagement and 
collaboration with the public.”42  Additionally, 
the FAA posted a notice in the Federal Register 
with proposed privacy provisions that would 
be incorporated into the Other Transactional 
Agreements (OTAs) that the FAA would enter into 
with all test site operators.43  The main elements 
of the privacy provisions require that test site 
operators must have publicly available privacy 
policies that are informed by the Fair Information 
Practices44 and that the Site Operator and its team 
must abide by all applicable federal, state, and 

local laws regarding protection of an individual’s 
privacy.45  The provisions also limit the type of data 
test site operators can share with the FAA.46  In 
the same notice in the Federal Register, the FAA 
requested applications from potential test site 
operators: 25 applications were submitted 
from 24 states.”47 

On November 14, 2013, the FAA published a final 
privacy policy in the Federal Register, incorporating 
the above principles as well as three others 
requiring the maintenance of a record of all drones 
operating onsite, requiring each site operator to 
have written statements regarding the use and 
retention of data, and requiring test site operators 
to conduct annual reviews ensuring compliance 
with privacy policy and practices and share the 
outcome of such reviews with the public. The final 
principles were incorporated under Article 3 of the 
OTA, and can be viewed in the Federal Register.48 

The FAA states: “The FAA’s chief mission is to 
ensure the safety and efficiency of the entire 
aviation system.”49  As such, while the FAA 
acknowledges the civil liberties and privacy 
concerns raised by the integration of drones at 
test sites and in a more widespread context in the 
future, the FAA left the development of privacy 
policies to individual test site operators. In spite 
of comments from civil liberties organizations 
requesting more stringent privacy protections,50  
the privacy requirements in the final OTA require 
test site operators to establish privacy policies 
solely informed by the Fair Information Practices, 
as opposed to incorporating them.51  In response to 
the requirements, Sen. Edward Markey (D-MA) said 
the roadmap evinced a “disregard for the need for 
strong and comprehensive privacy safeguards.”52  
In order to alleviate both privacy and due process 
concerns, the FAA should have required a central, 
federal database of drone operators at test sites. 
It remains to be seen how this will be handled 
after the test site process has concluded and the 
nationwide rollout of drones begins.

On December 30, 2013, the FAA announced the 
selection of the six test sites: the University of 
Alaska; the state of Nevada; New York’s Griffiss 
International Airport; North Dakota’s Department 
of Commerce; Texas A&M University, Corpus 
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Christi; and Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State 
University (Virginia State). The selection process 
lasted 10 months and the test sites represent a 
variety of geographic and climatic conditions and 
research needs.53 

In August 2012, a North Dakota court 
upheld the use of the drone to arrest 
the suspects, denying a request 
brought by the suspect’s attorney to 
dismiss charges for unwarranted use 
of an unmanned aircraft.

IV. The FAA’s roadmap toward 
integration
Since the signing of FMRA in February 2012, the 
FAA has made progress toward streamlining the 
process by which public agencies can fly drones 
in the national airspace, civil drone integration, 
and developing test site programs,54  which will 
facilitate integration.55  In November 2013, the 
FAA also released a roadmap for the integration 
of drones into the national airspace as well 
as the requirements for privacy policies to be 
adopted by test site operators.56  In Integration of 
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) in the National 
Airspace (NAS) Roadmap, the FAA illustrates three 
perspectives from which the integration of drones 
may be viewed: Accommodation, Integration, and 
Evolution. These three cover the near-term, mid-
term, and long-term timeframes and illustrate 
the stages through which drone integration 
must occur.57 

The development of the national airspace through 
the integration of drones is expected to occur over 
the course of the next 
13-15 years.58 

V. Domestic drone usage
Although federal agencies, such as Customs and 
Border Protection (CBP) and the Coast Guard, 
have been testing and employing drones for several 
years, local law enforcement only began using 
drones recently. 

In August 2005, EPIC reported that CBP was 
testing drones along the Mexican border and that 
the Coast Guard had purchased 45 Bell Helicopter’s 
“Eagle Eye” tilt-rotor UAVs, each costing $5.5 
million.59  Border Patrol and the Coast Guard had 
tested Predator B drones in late 2003 and July 
2004.60  By means of documents obtained via a 
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request, EPIC 
reported in February 2013 that the drones operated 
by the CBP are capable of intercepting electronic 
communications, as well as recognizing and 
identifying a person on the ground. It also reported 
that two-thirds of the American population is 
subjected to surveillance by CBP drones.61 

The first known case where U.S. local law 
enforcement enlisted a drone occurred in 2011. In 
North Dakota, Nelson County Sheriff Kelly Janke 
started a search for six missing cows and suspects. 
Sheriff Janke called in the help of the state highway 
patrol, a regional SWAT team, a bomb squad, and a 
Predator B drone. The sensors that the drone was 
equipped with facilitated the capture and arrest 
of the suspects—the first known arrest of U.S. 
citizens with the help of a drone.62 In August 2012, 
a North Dakota court upheld the use of the drone 
to arrest the suspects, denying a request brought 
by the suspect’s attorney to dismiss charges for 
unwarranted use of an unmanned aircraft.63

Currently, hundreds of permits granted to domestic 
drone operators remain active. In February 2013, 
the FAA announced that it had issued 1,428 permits 
to domestic drone operators since 2007 and that 
about 327 permits still remained active, allowing 
drone operators to continue drone operation.64  
However, due to discrepancies in the numbers that 
the FAA released to the Government Accountability 
Office, members of Congress, and the Electronic 
Frontier Foundation (EFF), there is no definite 
answer to the question of how many licenses 
the FAA has issued in total.65  By contrast,
manned aircraft operators are in a public
 and searchable database.66 

In order to definitively ascertain the number of 
permits granted and the number of applicants, 
the EFF filed two FOIA lawsuits against the FAA in 
2012.67 They sought to obtain lists of applicants and 
domestic drone operators who obtained Certificates 
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of Authorization, intended for public entities such 
as police departments, and those who obtained 
Special Airworthiness Certificates, intended for 
civil operators and drone manufacturers. The EFF 
produced a Map of Domestic Authorizations from 
the data it obtained.68 

The list of organizations that are authorized to 
fly drones in the U.S. include CBP,70  branches of 
the military, police departments, and universities, 
including Georgia Tech and Cornell University. 
Drone manufacturers have also received 
authorization to test-fly drones in the U.S. by 
means of Special Airworthiness Certificates. These 
include Honeywell, Raytheon, and General Atomics, 
the manufacturer of the Predator drone.71  Drones 
have also been used in an emergency response 

capacity and in order to produce wildlife and sports 
photography.72  In spite of the widespread use of 
drones, there is no uniform set of guidelines or 
regulations that all drone-operating entities within 
the U.S. are subjected to.73

In August 2012, a North Dakota court 
upheld the use of the drone to arrest 
the suspects, denying a request 
brought by the suspect’s attorney to 
dismiss charges for unwarranted use 
of an unmanned aircraft.  

The FAA has been releasing lists of drone 
applicants and permits to the EFF

 Electronic Frontier Foundation
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Drones also present the potential to completely 
transform the U.S.’ physical landscape by providing 
services to consumers in a more cost-effective and 
efficient manner than before. In fact, in July 2013, 
the FAA announced that it certified the first two 
drones for civilian use.74  Vivek Wadhwa, a fellow 
at the Rock Center for Corporate Governance at 
Stanford Law and a technological entrepreneur, 
highlighted the benefits and detriments of the 
“drone age.” In a column for The Washington 
Post, Wadhwa discussed the possibility of drones 
delivering pizza or FedEx packages, and described 
drones that can be purchased on Amazon for 
$299 and built by consumers.75  In the “drone age,” 
these possibilities do not require a stretch of the 
imagination. These new capabilities provide both 
opportunities for good and ill. For instance, drones 
in the hands of emergency response services can 
monitor traffic and assist in disaster relief, while 
a drone in the hands of law enforcement may 
facilitate constant surveillance of every street 
in every city.76 

VI. Public opinion and the need 
for legislation
The possibility of domestic drone usage elicits 
both expectation and apprehension in the wider 
public. Drones have garnered moderate public 
support in the United States77  despite their lethal 
capacity as demonstrated in signature drone 
strikes on terrorist suspects abroad. This is mainly 
due to the possibilities they raise of expediting 
services and transforming the way business has 
been conducted. According to a June 2013 research 
brief published by Duke University’s Institute for 
Homeland Security Solutions (IHSS), 57 percent of 
respondents indicated support of any unmanned 
aircraft systems application in the national 
airspace.78 Of those surveyed, however, 44 percent 
admitted knowing little to nothing about domestic 
drone application.79  

Higher percentages indicated support for specific 
drone applications: two-thirds support drone use 
in national security-related matters; 63 percent 
support drone use in fighting crime; 88 percent 
support search and rescue missions; and 61 percent 
for commercial applications.80 Notably, commercial 
drone usage is likely to lead to significant economic 

growth. The Association for Unmanned Vehicle 
Systems International expects 100,000 jobs to 
be created and the economic impact is likely to 
total more than $13.7 billion in the first three years 
following integration and more than $82.1 billion 
between 2015 and 2025.81  

Simultaneously, the IHSS survey respondents 
indicated apprehensiveness over any domestic 
drone operations: two-thirds expressed concern 
over potential surveillance in homes or public areas; 
65 percent were concerned about safety; and 75 
percent were concerned about the government’s 
ability to regulate use.82 The rapid pace at which 
drone technology is developing, the lack of clear 
guidelines protecting privacy and civil liberties, and 
public concern over these issues indicate an urgent 
need for action in Congress and state legislatures.
 
Privacy experts agree. In an article in the Stanford 
Law Review Online, Professor Ryan Calo of the 
University of Washington School of Law states that 
drones “may be just the visceral jolt society needs 
to drag privacy law into the twenty-first century.”  
American privacy law has developed at a “slow and 
uneven” pace, whereas technology has developed 
at a rapid speed. In spite of the development 
of computers, the Internet, Global-Positioning 
Systems (GPS), biometrics, gigapixel cameras, 
face recognition technology, and the widespread 
use of e-mail and other forms of electronic 
communication, there has been no attendant 
development in privacy law. Because drones 
“threaten to perfect the art of surveillance,” they 
make for a good catalyst to update privacy law.  

The need for legislation is clear. With recent 
revelations that the federal government has 
been conducting surveillance of the American 
public on an unprecedented level,  the threat that 
unregulated and immensely capable technologies 
pose to civil liberties is profound. The law must 
catch up with technology. 
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AND DUE PROCESS
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The integration of public and civil drones into the 
national airspace is likely to herald a series of legal 
quandaries. Broadly speaking, the areas affected 
include privacy, due process, property rights,  
consumer rights,  and public safety.  In this report, 
we will be addressing privacy and due process. 

I. Privacy
“The development of American privacy law 
has been slow and uneven; the advancement 
of information technology has not. The result 
is a widening chasm between our collective and 
individual capacity to observe one another and 
the protections available to consumers and 
citizens under the law.” 
Prof. Ryan Calo, The Drone as Privacy    
Catalyst (2011)89 

Drones are a likely catalyst for revolutionizing 
American privacy law. As it stands, individual 
privacy is protected by the Fourth Amendment, 
a number of federal, state, and local statutes, 
as well as standards laid out in case law. As 
Assistant Professor Woodrow Hartzog of Samford 
University stated, the Fourth Amendment’s 
reasonable expectation of privacy standard may 
provide inadequate protection in the age of mass 
surveillance: if the average individual constantly 
expects to be surveilled, this standard may be 
rendered meaningless and ineffective. The courts 
should re-think this standard. Another important 
distinction that will have to be rethought is the 
delineation that the law makes between the public 
and private spheres: the law traditionally 
does not protect an individual’s privacy while out 
in public spaces. It is apparent that the prospect of 
near-constant surveillance by drones will impact 
this rule.90  Beyond this, federal and state statutes 
will have to be updated to meet the new challenges 
to privacy that drones present. 

American privacy law has developed 
at a “slow and uneven” pace, whereas 
technology has developed at a 
rapid speed. 

A. Fourth Amendment 
1. Reasonable expectation of 
privacy and search and seizure
The government is constrained in its ability to 
conduct searches and seizures by the Fourth 
Amendment of the Constitution, which states 
that, “The right of the people to be secure in their 
persons, houses, papers, and effects, against 
unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be 
violated” except by warrants based on probable 
cause.91  For Fourth Amendment purposes, a search 
occurs when the government trespasses upon the 
areas that are protected by the Fourth Amendment 
(including persons, houses, papers, and effects)92 or 
otherwise intrudes upon an individual’s reasonable 
expectation of privacy.93  A reasonable expectation 
of privacy exists when (1) a person exhibits an 
actual, subjective expectation of privacy, and (2) 
society as a whole would deem that individual’s 
expectation of privacy reasonable.94  A seizure 
occurs when the government appropriates 
objects or detains individuals.95  

The U.S. Supreme Court has indicated that we 
must assure “preservation of that degree of 
privacy against government that existed when 
the Fourth Amendment was adopted.”96  The 
base line in Fourth Amendment cases is that a 
warrant is required prior to commencing a search 
and/or seizure. If the government conducts an 
“unreasonable” search and seizure, then under the 
exclusionary rule, the results of the search cannot 
be used in court proceedings.97  

In such an age, what will the average 
individual’s reasonable expectation 
of privacy be? 

There are a few exceptions, however. For instance, 
when public safety or health is at risk, evidence 
obtained through warrantless searches and seizures 
have been admitted in court.98  But even where 
domestic security is concerned, the U.S. Supreme 
Court has time and again assured the integrity of 
the Fourth Amendment.
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The reasonable expectation of privacy standard has 
been vital and several decisions have been handed 
down that indicate what to expect as drones get 
integrated into the national airspace. The privacy of 
the home, for instance, is still likely to be protected 
by the Fourth Amendment.100  In Kyllo v. United 
States,101  the Supreme Court considered a case 
where law enforcement used thermal-imaging 
devices to map the heat patterns emitting from 
a home. The Court ruled that the evidence obtained 
via the thermal-imaging device was inadmissible 
because the device allowed law enforcement “to 
explore details of the home that would previously 
have been unknowable without physical intrusion,” 
and therefore, “the surveillance is a “search” and is 
presumptively unreasonable without a warrant.”102  
Barring certain exceptions, then, if a drone were 
operated to conduct warrantless surveillance of the 
inner quarters of a home, the surveillance would 
violate the Fourth Amendment. 

Kyllo is also an important case to consider because 
the Court recognized that thermal-imaging devices, 
as with drones today, were not widely-available to 
the public, and as such the average person could 
not reasonably foresee its use in investigating 
a private dwelling.103  However, not everything 
at home would be protected by the Fourth 
Amendment. Under the “plain view” doctrine, 
objects, statements, or activities that an individual 
exposes to the public are not currently considered 
to be protected by the Fourth Amendment.104   

In the age of mass surveillance, however, the 
reasonable expectation of privacy standard 
will have to be reassessed. Courts will have to 
address whether individuals have any reasonable 
expectation of privacy, even when at home. 
Today, it is commonly expected that the 
government routinely surveils large numbers of 
people.105This capability to conduct surveillance 
will only strengthen with the increased use and 
prevalence of drones.106  In such an age, what will 
the average individual’s reasonable expectation 
of privacy be? As Professor Woodrow Hartzog 
stated, “Once you’ve been put on notice that you 
can have no expectation of privacy, then it’s not 
reasonable to expect any privacy in any area
in particular.”107

2. Public vs. Private Places
The demarcation between the public and private 
spheres is crucial when considering an individual’s 
right to privacy. The U.S. Supreme Court has 
traditionally held that an individual’s privacy rights 
are limited while in public; an individual does not 
have a reasonable expectation of privacy where 
they are privy to the public eye.108 They do, 
however, have a reasonable expectation of privacy 
in the intimate areas of their homes, as well as in 
the immediate areas around their homes.109 
Existing case law presents an instructive vantage 
point from which to glean future law relating 
to drone surveillance. 

In United States v. Karo, for instance, the Drug 
Enforcement Agency (DEA) tracked a beeper 
device attached to a can of ether on public streets 
and in private residences.110  Because the DEA was 
not authorized to conduct any surveillance inside 

Sign in front of Northrop Grumman, drone 
manufacturing company

Steve Rhodes, Code Pink, San Diego Coalition for Peace and Justice
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homes, the Court held that a trespass under the 
Fourth Amendment had occurred: “Indiscriminate 
monitoring of property that has been withdrawn 
from public view would present far too serious 
a threat to privacy interests in the home to 
escape entirely some sort of Fourth Amendment 
oversight.”111 As drones become increasingly used 
by law enforcement agencies, it is likely that there 
will be legal challenges and a reviewing court will 
have to determine the location of the individual 
and whether they had a reasonable expectation 
of privacy to determine whether an unreasonable 
search took place. Alternatively, courts may decide 
to determine whether the surveillance itself is 
reasonable, regardless of where it took place.

According to a Congressional Research Service 
report, it can be deduced that surveilling an 
individual at home without a warrant, using 
technology not generally available, would 
constitute a search. If law enforcement were to use 
a normal camera or camcorder in order to record an 
individual in plain view of the public, albeit at home, 
law enforcement officers may be in their right to 
record data. It would also seem that brief drone 
surveillance of public areas may be permitted. And 
yet, courts may choose to distinguish between 
an unmanned aircraft and a manned aircraft 
conducting surveillance. Courts may decide that the 
technology used is a decisive factor in determining 
whether an unwarranted search has occurred, partly 
because law enforcement use of rare technological 
equipment may set apart what is “in plain view” of 
the public and what is not.112 

Case law also offers insight on warrantless aerial 
surveillance as well: anything that cannot be viewed 
by the public while traveling through the United 
States’ navigable airspace is protected by the law. 
On the other hand, if an individual passing over a 
property can view some incriminating evidence 
with their bare eye, law enforcement does not 
need to obtain a warrant to submit that evidence 
in a court of law.113  In California v. Ciraolo, law 
enforcement conducted manned aerial surveillance 
of the backyard of a suburban home based on a tip 
that the suspect was growing marijuana. Police flew 
an aircraft 1,000 feet above the suspect’s backyard 
and were able to identify the marijuana plants with 
their bare eyes.114  

California argued that the respondent had 
“knowingly exposed” his backyard to aerial 
observation, because any member of the public 
flying through the navigable airspace over the 
respondent’s home could see the marijuana 
plants. The Supreme Court concluded that because 
“[a]ny member of the public” flying over the 
backyard could have observed the plants with 
their naked eye, the “respondent’s expectation that 
his garden was protected from such observation 
is unreasonable, and is not an expectation 
that society is prepared to honor.”115 Thus, the 
warrantless gathering of evidence from areas that 
are visible to the public was permitted by the 
Supreme Court.116  That the evidence was gathered 
using a manned aircraft is applicable to the usage 
of drones to collect evidence. 

However, drones allow the possibility of extended 
surveillance to an extent that manned aircraft does 
not. As the ACLU suggested, drone surveillance 
presents the possibility of “a single, distributed, 
wide-area surveillance system” via multiple 
mutually-coordinating drones deployed over a 
neighborhood.117 The U.S. Supreme Court has 
recognized that mass or extended surveillance 
may infringe upon the rights protected by the 
Fourth Amendment. Although the Supreme Court 
has held that warrantless location tracking on 
public roads is permissible, as in United States v. 
Knotts, a majority of justices in two concurrences in 
United States v. Jones indicated an awareness that 
prolonged surveillance of an individual encroaches 
upon Fourth Amendment rights.  In United States 
v. Jones, the Supreme Court unanimously decided 
that the attachment of a GPS device to a car and 
the month-long tracking of the vehicle without 
a valid warrant constituted an unreasonable 
search, and that the evidence obtained therewith 
was inadmissible in court. The two concurrences, 
however, indicated that in the future, the 
Court might uphold an individual’s reasonable 
expectation of privacy in the face of lengthy, 
pervasive, and warrantless location tracking.119  
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Although the majority of the Court ultimately 
decided United States v. Jones based on the 
trespass on private property that law enforcement 
perpetrated when placing the tracking device 
on the suspects’ car,120 Justice Alito and Justice 
Sotomayor’s individual concurrences took issue 
with the warrantless cataloguing of the suspect’s 
actions for one month. In Justice Sotomayor’s 
words, the information collected about the 
suspect “reflects a wealth of detail about her 
familial, political, professional, religious, and 
sexual associations.”121  Concurrences represent a 
shadow majority willing to decide the issue on the 
grounds of the length of the search. As such, these 
opinions are instructive in considering the potential 
directions American jurisprudence may take 
when considering drone surveillance, especially 
since drones are better adept at cataloguing 
an individual’s associations than most formerly 
introduced technologies. 

B. Privacy Act of 1974 and Fair 
Information Practices
While privacy laws have mostly been promulgated 
by the individual states,122 there are a host of 
federal privacy laws that bear on various forms of 
surveillance. The Privacy Act of 1974123  may most 
directly impact the kind of visual aerial surveillance 
conducted by drones.124  The Privacy Act governs 
the collection, use, and dissemination of personal 
information125  that is maintained in systems of 
records126 stored by government agencies.127 
Of note, the Privacy Act prohibits the sharing of 
information among agencies “without the consent 
of the individual to whom the record pertains.”128  
Public drones can greatly facilitate such information 
gathering. The statute was enacted in the aftermath 
of a report published by the Department of 
Health, Education and Welfare (HEW), which 
recommended a “Code of Fair Information 
Practices,” applicable for all federal agencies.129  
 

Example of infrared camera image taken 

Brandon Bryant, U.S. Air Force drone pilot
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    Five principles emphasized by the 
    Code of Fair Information Practices

     1.   There must be no personal data 
     record-keeping systems whose very 
     existence is secret.

     2.   There must be a way for a person 
     to find out what information about 
     the person is in a record and how 
     it is used.

     3.   There must be a way for a 
     person to prevent information about 
     the person that was obtained for one 
     purpose from being used or made 
     available for other purposes without 
     the person’s consent.

     4.  There must be a way for 
     a person to correct or amend a 
     record of identifiable information 
     about the person.

     5.   Any organization creating, 
     maintaining, using, or disseminating 
     records of identifiable personal data 
     must assure the reliability of the data 
     for their intended use and must take    
     precautions to prevent misuses of 
     the data.130 

Privacy laws may provide some 
protection against violations of 
individual privacy perpetrated by 
governmental agencies or civilians, 
but due to the disparities in state 
privacy laws, the need for federal 
legislation is all the more pressing.

These practices were subsequently codified in the 
Privacy Act of 1974.131  Because of the sophisticated 
and complex technological innovations available in 
2014, the Privacy Act has been found to be lacking. 
Organizations such as the Center for Democracy 
and Technology support reviewing and updating 
the Privacy Act of 1974 because some elements of 
the statute “do not reflect the realities of current 
technologies and information systems.”132  On the 
other hand, EPIC notes that the Privacy Act remains 
strong but ought to be vigorously enforced.133 

In December 2008, the Department of Homeland 
Security produced a memorandum memorializing 
and adapting the Fair Information Practices (FIPs). 
The DHS’s Fair Information Practice Principles 
(FIPPs) were presented “as the foundational 
principles for privacy policy and implementation 
at the Department of Homeland Security 
(DHS).”134 The original FIPs were expanded and 
refined to address eight categories: transparency, 
individual participation, purpose specification, 
data minimization, use limitation, data quality and 
integrity, security, accountability and auditing.135

 
Soon after the announcement that the FAA 
would be accepting applications for test sites 
for domestic drone integration, EPIC requested 
that the FAA mandate integration of the FIPs in 
privacy policies of test site operators.136 The FAA’s 
notice in the Federal Register (dated 2/14/2013) 
requested comments on selecting six sites for 
testing integration of domestic drones.137 Since 
each of the operators of the test sites will be 
entering into agreements with the FAA through 
Other Transaction Agreements (OTAs), the FAA 
proposed that all site operators enact privacy 
policies governing all activities under the OTAs and 
that the privacy policies be informed by FIPPs. The 
notice states:  “In addition, these policies should be 
informed by Fair Information Practice Principles.”138

  
In comments to the notice (dated 4/23/2013), EPIC 
requested that the privacy policies fully integrate 
FIPs and not simply be informed by them.139 EPIC 
argued that FIPs “outline the basics” of privacy 
law in the United States and have aided in the 
development of privacy law around the world. 
Moreover, leaving the option to site operators 
to integrate the FIPs is an insufficient safeguard 
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against unlawful trespasses on privacy.140 On April 
3, 2013, the FAA held an online public engagement 
session on drone test site privacy policies.141 Amie 
Stepanovich of EPIC iterated the importance of 
integration of FIPs in the privacy policies.  At the 
time, the FAA listened and recorded comments 
but did not respond.142 In comments to the notice, 
the Center for Democracy and Technology also 
stated that test site operator privacy policies must 
be based on FIPs, and tailored the FIPs for drone 
usage.143 The final privacy rule included in the 
OTAs by the FAA merely suggests that the test site 
privacy policies be informed by the FIPs.144 

C. State Privacy Laws
In addition to federal statutes impacting individual 
privacy, states have also enacted stringent laws 
protecting privacy from governmental or civilian 
breaches.145  For instance, in 1984, New York State 
enacted the Personal Privacy Protection Law 
(PPPL), which governs how the state collects, uses, 
and disseminates information collected about 
civilians. Similar in many ways to the Privacy Act 
of 1974, the PPPL allows individuals access to 
personal records maintained by the state; permits 
the individual to correct or amend information; 
restricts the state from collection information unless 
it is “relevant and necessary” to fulfill a purpose 
the agency must fulfill; requires the agency to 
inform the individual of why the information is 
being collected, where it will be held, and how it 
will be used, and any penalties for failing to provide 
the information; prohibits unlawful disclosure of 
personal information, except by the individual’s 
consent; and prohibits agencies from maintaining 
secret data banks.146 Since the induction of the 
global war on terror, agencies such as the New 
York Police Department routinely maintain such 
data banks, which are occasionally exposed by the 
media.147 With the introduction of drones, building 
and maintaining data banks will become easier.
 
Additionally, although there is no equivalent 
federal statute, every state has enacted some 
form of “peeping tom” laws, which prohibit some 
kinds of invasion of privacy. California’s “peeping 
tom” laws are located at Penal Code 647 (i) PC 
(peeking while loitering) and Penal Code 647 
(j) PC (criminal invasion of privacy law).148 Penal 

Code 647 (i) prohibits peeking into the door or 
window of an inhabited structure while loitering 
on private property and without lawful business 
with the occupant or owner. Penal Code 647 (j) 
prohibits the invasion of an individual’s privacy 
by use of a device (e.g. telescope or binoculars) 
to invade someone’s privacy; through the secret 
recording or photographing of an individual’s body 
or undergarments for the sake of arousal or sexual 
gratification; or through the secret recording of 
a person in a private room in order to view their 
body or undergarments.149 Individual privacy will 
be impacted by the mass introduction of drones, 
which can be made to hover outside a window and 
capture images that would not have been otherwise 
accessible to the public eye. 

Privacy laws may provide some protection 
against violations of individual privacy perpetrated 
by governmental agencies or civilians, but due 
to the disparities in state privacy laws, the need 
for federal legislation is all the more pressing. 
The variations in the level of protection against 
governmental surveillance and civilian invasion 
of privacy necessitate a uniform set of guidelines 
to which all entities are held. Regarding civilian 
invasion of privacy, in testimony before Congress, 
Amie Stepanovich of EPIC suggested a federal 
“peeping tom” statute, in order to “provide baseline 
privacy protection for individuals within the home,” 
without unreasonably infringing First Amendment 
rights.150  Other leading civil liberties organizations 
made similar recommendations regarding federal 
and state statutes to protect privacy. 
These recommendations are summarized 
in Part II: The Guidelines. 
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Source: Congressional Research Report for Congress

The FAA estimates there will be 30,000 drones flying in U.S. airspace in less than 20 years. About 52 percent of Americans are not 
in favor of use of the unmanned craft for domestic surveillance by law enforcement. Some members of Congress also believe there 
are not enough safeguards to ensure drones are not used to spy domestically. However, the there are also science, business and 
non-espionage applications for the craft.

Invading privacy
Drones can be equipped with high-powered cameras, license 
plate readers, thermal imaging devices and infrared 
technology that can detect heat patterns through walls.

Soon, law 
enforcement 

agencies may 
begin outfitting 

drones with 
facial 

recognition or 
soft-biometric 

recognition 
technology 

that can track 
people based 

on height, gender 
and skin color.

After a little more 
than an hour of 
flying, the UAV 
propels a parachute 
and lands safely.

Gimbaled 10x zoom 
and thermal camera

Crucial search and rescue aid
Drones can be used for locating lost people or finding escaped 
suspects. It also is used in wildfire observation, 
environmental monitoring and for atmospheric science.

Severiano Galván, The Denver Post

UAV Raven
The Rave weighs just 9.5 pounds and is launched by a person 
tossing it like a football. In some applications, ground crews 
that might need a quick look at what is around the corner 
carry the lightweight drones.

 Speed: 25-55mph
 Altitude: 300-1,500 feet
 Endurance: 1 hour
 Video range: 1-3 miles

Wingspan:
4.5 feet

Length: 
 3 ft. long

Local law 
enforcement 
has used 
drones to 
search for lost 
people. Last 
Mesa County 
Sheriff spent 
$14,000 for a 
drone aircraft 
for use in some 
of the 70 search 
and rescue 
cases the 
department 
logs each year. 
The drone flies 
about 400 feet 
above the 
ground.

An editorial illustration displaying the varied uses of a drone151
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II. Due Process
“I rise today to begin to filibuster John Brennan’s 
nomination for the CIA. I will speak until I can no 
longer speak. I will speak as long as it takes, until 
the alarm is sounded from coast to coast that our 
Constitution is important, that your rights to trial by 
jury are precious, that no American should be killed 
by a drone on American soil without first being 
charged with a crime, without first being found to 
be guilty by a court.”
- Sen. Rand Paul (R-KY), March 6, 2013152 

“Due process is the oldest and most essential 
component of the rule of law,” wrote Harvard 
Law Professor Noah Feldman,153  discussing 
the Department of Justice’s white paper laying 
out the rationale behind conducting signature 
strikes.154  As Justice Frankfurter wrote in his dissent 
for Solesbee v. Balkcom, due process came to 
represent “that which comports with the deepest 
notions of what is fair and right and just.”155  As 
it stands, the global war on terror and national 
security concerns have compromised due process 
rights. Drone operators have killed American 
citizens without informing the targeted of their 
crime or giving them the opportunity to defend 
themselves.156  The integration of drones into the 
national airspace presents an unprecedented threat 
to due process: there is no legislation that prohibits 
the United States government from arming drones 
domestically. 

A. Origins and requirements  
of the due process clause 
Due process is enshrined in the U.S. Constitution. 
The Fifth Amendment states that no individual shall 
be “deprived of life, liberty, or property, without 
due process of law.”157 The Fourteenth Amendment 
states that no state shall “deprive any person of 
life, liberty, or property, without due process of 
law.”158 The U.S. Supreme Court has held that the 
protections of the Fifth Amendment apply to every 
“person,” citizen or alien.159 Due process impacts 
virtually every area of American law. 

For some time in our nation’s history, due process 
was primarily understood to be of a procedural 
nature – i.e. referring to the set of procedures the 
courts and law enforcement must follow in dealing 

A soldier is pictured manning a Desert Hawk 
unmanned aerial systemwith the accused. In addition to its procedural 
aspect, the due process clause has also been used 
as proxy for other rights. For instance, due to a 
series of Supreme Court rulings, the Fourteenth 
Amendment has been understood to “incorporate” 
the Bill of Rights by virtue of its due process clause, 
and as such the Bill of Rights was extended from 
the federal government to state governments.160 
Due process also has implications for substance. 
In the United States, the concept of substantive 
due process developed to mean restrictions on 
governmental intrusions on fundamental rights and 
liberties. Such intrusions were required to be fair 
and reasonable, and “in furtherance of a legitimate 
governmental interest.” As such, the requirements 
of due process affect legislative activities as well 
as adjudicatory or executive activities. If legislative 
activities or products present an unreasonable 
intrusion into individual liberties, a due process 
argument can be raised.161  

 A soldier is pictured manning a Desert Hawk 
unmanned aerial system

POA(Phot) Dave Husbands/MOD
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B. Domestic drones effect 
on due process
Drones present the possibility of expediting the 
due process-free deprivation of life and property.
Although drones have only been used abroad in 
signature strikes targeting American citizens, the 
question remains, will the government ever order 
a drone strike against an American citizen in the 
United States? After the targeted killing of the 
suspected militant Anwar al-Awlaki, and incidental 
killings of Samir Khan and al-Awlaki’s 16-year 
old son Abdullah al-Awlaki,162  a fierce debate 
took place in the United States: in the context of 
the global war on terror, does the United States 
government have the right to strip its citizens of 
life, liberty, or property without the due process of 
law? The ACLU and the Center for Constitutional 
Rights filed a lawsuit163 alleging that the killings 
violated the right to due process under the Fifth 
Amendment, amounted to an unreasonable search 
and seizure under the Fourth Amendment, and 
violated the ban on extrajudicial death warrants.164

After the al-Awlaki killings, the Obama 
administration was faced with requests to release 
the legal interpretations that justify the denial of 
due process rights in certain circumstances. In its 
defense, the Obama administration released a white 
paper defending the lawfulness of conducting 
drone strikes on Senior Operational Leaders of 
al-Qaeda or associated forces.165 The Department 
of Justice argued that lethal drone strikes targeting 
Senior Operational Leaders of al-Qaeda or 
associated forces is lawful when the following three 
conditions are met: 

     (1) an informed, high-level official of the U.S.   
     government has determined that the individual 
     poses an imminent threat of violent attack 
     against the United States;
     (2) capture is infeasible, and the United States 
     continues to monitor whether capture is feasible;
      (3) the operation would be consistent with the 
     applicable law of war principles.166 

National security lawyers have argued that the 
argument laid forth in the white paper severely 
distorts the concept of “imminence.” The American 
Civil Liberties Union’s Jameel Jaffer states that the 
paper “proceeds to redefine the word imminence 
in a way that deprives the word of its ordinary 

meaning.”167  This paper also started a debate 
on the application of this reasoning to the due 
process-free deprivation of life, liberty, or property 
of American citizens located in the United States—a 
debate that underlies the introduction of two bills in 
Congress seeking to prohibit the government from 
using drones to kill American citizens in the United 
States without due process.

Perhaps the most publicly-recognized instance 
of the discussion on domestic drone strikes was 
Sen. Rand Paul’s (R-KY) filibuster raising the 
issue of due process and domestic drones.168 On 
March 6, 2013, Paul led a 13-hour long filibuster 
of President Obama’s nomination for the director 
of the CIA, John Brennan.169 Paul objected to 
Attorney General Eric Holder’s unwillingness to 
rule out the possibility of the due process-free 
killing of an American on American soil with the 
use of a drone.170 Following Sen. Paul’s filibuster, 
the Attorney General indicated that the President 
does not have the authority to use a weaponized 
drone “to kill an American not engaged in combat” 
on American soil.171 The ambiguity in due process 
necessitates legislation that protects due process 
rights as drones are integrated into the national 
airspace.

A Gallup poll released in March 2013 indicates that 
the majority of Americans support Sen. Paul on 
this issue: only 25 percent of Americans believe 
the government should launch airstrikes against 
suspected terrorists living on American soil and 
only 13 percent believe the government should 
launch airstrikes against Americans who are 
suspected terrorists but are living on American soil. 
It is apparent that, in the absence of an emergency, 
public opinion indicates little support for due 
process-free domestic 
drone strikes.172  

Because drones in the national airspace raise 
pressing questions in terms of privacy and due 
process, several civil liberties organizations and 
other stakeholders have proposed guidelines on 
how to address these issues through legislation 
on the federal or state levels or through policies 
implemented by the FAA. Part II of this paper 
summarizes these suggested guidelines, as well 
as the guidelines proposed by the Muslim Public 
Affairs Council. 

 A soldier is pictured manning a Desert Hawk 
unmanned aerial system
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GUIDELINES FOR
DOMESTIC DRONE
OPERATION

PART II:

U.S. Army

Honeywell RQ-16 T-Hawk
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In response to the complex issues raised by the 
integration of drones, public and private sector 
entities have proposed guidelines to regulate their 
domestic operation. The positions of several of 
these representative organizations are summarized 
here, followed by the suggested guidelines of the 
Muslim Public Affairs Council. 

Privacy rights are upheld by all the organizations 
surveyed here. There is the broadest agreement 
over the requirement of search warrants to conduct 
surveillance of a targeted individual or property 
when they have not given their consent and have 
a reasonable expectation of privacy. The broad 
agreement among advocates, legislators, and the 
public is a strong indicator of how deeply the public 
and legislators value privacy and how viscerally we 
respond to drones as a threat to privacy.

However, two issues are currently at debate: 
one, will the reasonable expectation of privacy 
standard continue to be tenable in the drone 
age? If so, where do people have a reasonable 
expectation of privacy? If not, what standard 
would be more appropriate for this era of mass 
surveillance? Toward that end, as previously 
stated, perhaps new rules have to be articulated 
regarding the reasonability of the surveillance 
itself, as opposed to whether an individual has a 
reasonable expectation of privacy. The second issue 
is related to search warrants: to what extent should 
exceptions exist to the search warrant requirement? 

Lockheed Martin D-21

Jeffery Scism

For instance, due to the unique nature of the threat 
posed by drone surveillance, the EFF explicitly 
states that law enforcement should be required to 
acquire a warrant to operate a drone over public 
and private land.  On the other hand, the ACLU 
states that, while a warrant must be required in 
private spaces, the Constitution may allow drone 
use in public spaces when there are specific and 
articulable grounds to believe that the drone will 
collect evidence relating to a specific criminal act. 
Yet, the ACLU also supports legislation that requires 
a warrant across the board.174

  
In contrast to the EFF, the proposed guidelines 
issued jointly by the Aerospace States’ Association, 
National Conference of State Legislatures, and 
National Governors’ Association make search 
warrants the exception rather than the rule. 
According to the guidelines, states may require 
search warrants when conducting a specific, 
targeted search of a person or property, but “[a]
ll other observation activities should not require a 
warrant, to the extent allowed under Supreme Court 
rulings.” In addressing data retention, the proposed 
guidelines suggest the prohibition of repurposing 
of government-acquired data unless by a warrant.175 

Restrictions on drone usage and image retention, 
public access to information, and prohibition of 
weaponization of drones are routinely included 
in suggested guidelines. 
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• Data collection: Law enforcement should not be 
allowed to retain or use data that is incidental to 
the investigation at hand, irrelevant, or unrelated. 
Any such data 
should be destroyed within a week of acquirement.
 
     • Congress and state legislatures should 
       require that all drone operators submit 
       data collection statements to the FAA, 
       stating who will operate the drone, 
       when, and the kind of data they 
       intend to collect before obtaining 
       a permit.
 
     • The amount of personally-identifiable 
       information collected should be limited.  
       Congress and state legislatures should 
       develop data minimization guidelines 
       for law enforcement use of drones. 
       Further, law enforcement should be 
       required to abide by these data   
       minimization guidelines and submit 
       data minimization statements. 

     • Any personally-identifiable information 
       should be used solely for the purpose   
       stated in a search warrant.
 
     • Any data collected must be secured 
       from unauthorized access from 
       external parties. 

MPAC Suggested Guidelines

The Muslim Public Affairs Council endorses the 
following principles in proposed federal and 
state drone legislation:

• Law enforcement use of drones: law 
enforcement’s use of drones should be restricted. 
Drones present an unprecedented threat to privacy, 
far more potent than manned aerial vehicles, and as 
such should 
be subjected to more stringent requirements. 

     • In order to limit the capability of drones 
       to chill First Amendment-protected  
       activities, law enforcement should be 
       required to acquire a warrant before 
       operating a drone for surveillance in 
       public and private locations. A warrant 
       should also apply if law enforcement 
       is obtaining information from 
       third-party drones. 

     • A few reasonable exceptions should 
       be made: law enforcement should be    
       allowed to use a drone during 
       emergencies, but any legislation should 
       provide a clear definition of emergency 
       and law enforcement should be required 
       to submit a sworn statement describing 
       the nature of the emergency 
       before any drone is deployed. 

    • In all cases, a time limit ought to restrict 
      law enforcement operation of drones. 

    •  Any data collected from a drone that 
       does not result from a search warrant or 
       fall into one of the excepted categories   
       should be inadmissible in court. 

mark6mauno
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• Adoption of Fair Information Practices (FIPs): The 
FAA should require that any federal, state, or local 
agency applying for a license to operate a drone 
must incorporate the FIPs in their privacy policies. 

• Weaponization of drones: The weaponization of 
drones should be prohibited, as should 
any attempt to use a drone to deliver weapons 
against any person or property or use a drone as a 
weapon. 

• Due process: No federal, state, or local 
government may use a drone to deprive any 
individual located within the United States 
of life, liberty, or property without due 
process of law. 

• Remedies: Effective legislation ought to include 
remedies. States and individuals should have the 
ability to bring a cause of action against an entity 
that, in operating a drone, deprives them of rights. 

• Oversight: Drone deployment by any federal, 
state, or local governmental agency must be 
subjected to oversight by the appropriate 
governing body. Each such agency must record 
the duration and geographic domain of each drone 
flight, as well as the purpose of each mission. Each 
agency must submit a detailed report addressing 
the above to the appropriate governing body 
annually. 

      • Local law enforcement drone usage 
      should be subjected to oversight by 
      an impartial party that is ideally located 
      outside the law enforcement agency. 
      Oversight by municipal councils is 
      preferable. 

• Public Engagement: The public should be 
informed of the development of policy guidelines 
by any agency intending to operate drones and 
the public’s suggestions and comments must be 
adequately addressed. 

      • Unless exempted by law, any 
        retained images should be accessible 
        to the public. 

      • Before a law enforcement agency 
        acquires a drone, the public should 
        be informed of the capacity in which 
        the drone will be used and how 
        frequently drones will be deployed. 
        The public should also have access to   
        any privacy policies promulgated by 
        the agency. Further, the public should 
        be forewarned if any data will be 
        collected and how the drones will 
        intrude in private life. 

• Transparency: In keeping with the principle of 
transparency, the FAA should make available in 
a searchable format on their website the names 
of drone applicants, the holders of Certificates of 
Authorization, and other licensees. The website 
should be updated with this information every 
month. 

      • Privacy policies should be publicly    
        available. They should be transparent 
        about data collection capabilities, and 
        the use, collection, and dissemination 



THE LEGISLATIONPART III:

 Joseph M. Buliavac, U.S. Navy

Men conduct pre-flight checks on a Boeing Insitu ScanEagle drone before launch
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“While privately and publicly operated unmanned 
aircraft systems can have a legitimate role in areas 
such as agriculture, scientific research, and public 
safety, these systems present new challenges to 
the privacy and due process rights of Californians.”
- California, Senate Bill 15, Section 1c (2013)176

Legislators recognize both the potential for 
economic growth that drones present as well as 
their ability to infringe privacy and due process 
rights. On January 15, 2014, the Senate Committee 
on Commerce, Science, and Transportation held a 
hearing to examine the domestic applications of 
drones and their regulation. During the course of 
the hearing, several members of Congress indicated 
concern for unregulated domestic drone usage: 
Sen. John D. Rockefeller IV (D-WV) inaugurated 
the hearing by stating that there are several issues 
that “we need to address before the FAA licenses 
[drones] for broad use in our national airspace.”177  
Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-CA) recommended 
stringent yet reasonable privacy guidelines for 
civilian and public use of drones, and a total 
prohibition of armed drones on domestic soil.178  
Sen. Cory Booker (D-NJ) stated that drones 
put him “between [his] Star Trek aspirations 
and [his] Terminator fears,” displaying both the 
expectations and apprehensions that accompany 
domestic drone growth.179  

Drone bills that have been introduced in 
Congress and state legislatures address these 
expectations and apprehensions. During the current 
Congressional session, 14 such bills have been 
introduced.180  These bills are intended to regulate 
the use of drones. For instance, Sen. Ted Cruz’s (R-
TX) bill would prohibit the use of a drone to kill an 
American citizen on domestic soil, and accordingly 
seeks to preserve due process rights.181  

In state legislatures, over 100 bills were introduced 
in the legislative year 2013 and many of them 
have been carried over into 2014.182 According to 
the National Conference of State Legislatures, as 
of February 6, 2014, there are 132 bills pending 
in 35 states.183  The Freedom from Unwarranted 
Surveillance Act, enacted first in Florida, imposes 
a search warrant requirement on law enforcement 
use of drones.184 Several of these bills are in keeping 
with the principles proposed in Part II of this paper, 
but do they go far enough? 

I. Bills In Congress
In the 113th Congress, 14 bills have been introduced 
intending to regulate the use of drones: 13 
bills were introduced in 2013 and one bill was 
introduced in 2014. Several of these bills are 
iterations of previously introduced bills. As can be 
observed in the chart at the end of this section, the 
overwhelming concerns of the legislators proposing 
laws for domestic drone usage are privacy rights 
and preserving due process. It is also interesting to 
note that regulations for domestic drones receive 
broad bipartisan support. 

A. Privacy
Of the 14 bills introduced this session, seven are 
aimed to protect privacy rights. Six out of the seven 
bills address governmental drone usage and include 
a search warrant requirement prior to employing 
a drone to collect evidence during the course of 
an investigation. The most prominent of these six 
bills is the Drone Aircraft Privacy and Transparency 
Act,  which was introduced by Sen. Edward Markey 
(D-MA)186 and later by Rep. Peter Welch (D-VT).187  
The Drone Aircraft Privacy and Transparency 
Act of 2013 (DAPTA)188 would amend the FAA 
Modernization and Reform Act of 2012 by providing 
guidance and limitations as drones are integrated 
into the national airspace. Three bills under the title 
of DAPTA were introduced in 2013. 

DAPTA would require the Secretary of 
Transportation to undertake a study identifying any 
threats to privacy principles that would be posed 
by drone integration into the national airspace 
and report on the findings to Congressional 
committees. DAPTA would prohibit the Secretary of 
Transportation from granting authority to operate 
a drone system unless the applicant submits a 
data collection statement that provides reasonable 
assurance that the applicant will adhere to existing 
privacy principles and applicable privacy law. The 
data collection statement would include details 
on who will operate the drone, where it will be 
operated, and the kind of information they intend 
to collect.189 The data collection statement is 
important because Sec. 4(a)(1) of the bill states that 
it is unlawful to operate drone in a way contrary to 
the statement.190 Further, DAPTA would require law 
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enforcement agencies to submit data minimization 
statements prior to operating a drone, stating how 
data collection would be minimized. DAPTA would 
also require the FAA to make publicly available in 
a searchable format any certificates, licenses, or 
grants of authority via the FAA website.191  

The DAPTA bill also includes a search warrant 
requirement for governmental entities. There is an 
exception to this requirement in the case of exigent 
circumstances, which may exist when (a) in cases 
of imminent danger of death or serious injury; or 
(b) there is credible intelligence indicating a high 
risk of terrorist attack by a specific individual or 
organization.192  

Other notable elements of the DAPTA bills include 
prohibition on use of evidence in court that was 
obtained in violation of the statute; prohibition 
of sharing data obtained from a drone among 
governmental agencies, except as authorized by 
law; the requirement that any data incidentally 
collected that has no bearing on the investigation 
under question must be destroyed; and multiple 
means of enforcement (through the Federal Trade 
Commission, state Attorney Generals, and a private 
right of action).  The DAPTA bill has garnered 
support from civil liberties organizations. The 
ACLU’s Chris Calabrese stated, “Bills like the 
Drone Aircraft Privacy and Transparency Act of 
2013 assure that Americans’ privacy won’t go 
extinct in the 21st century.”  

Because of its strong safeguards against violations 
of individual privacy, the Muslim Public Affairs 
Council (MPAC) supports DAPTA. 

The other privacy-related bills are not as 
comprehensive as DAPTA. Both Sen. Rand Paul (R-
KY) and Rep. Austin Scott (R-GA) introduced bills 
entitled the Preserving Freedom from Unwarranted 
Surveillance Act of 2013. These bills also include 
search warrant requirements for the use of a drone 
in gathering evidence, and provide exceptions for 
border patrols, exigent circumstances, and where 
a high risk of terrorist attacks exists.195 Sen. Paul’s 

bill also prohibits the submission of evidence 
in court obtained in violation of the statute.196 
These bills mainly address the search warrant 
requirement; unlike DAPTA, they do not address 
data-sharing and they impose no data minimization 
requirements. While MPAC applauds these attempts 
to fortify privacy rights in the drone age, ultimately 
these bills are insufficient in addressing the varieties 
of privacy infractions that may occur. 

Rep. Ted Poe (R-TX) introduced a bill entitled the 
Preserving American Privacy Act of 2013. This bill 
aims to introduce limitations on public and private 
domestic drone use. The bill requires any public 
agency to submit data collection statements to the 
Attorney General and requiring that data collection 
generally be minimized. The bill further states that 
a governmental entity cannot operate a drone or 
disclose information obtained from a drone unless 
they acquire a warrant, an order, the permission of 
those surveilled, or unless they operate the drone 
along the borders or in an emergency.  The bill 
also prohibits the operation of a private drone to 
capture images of a person “under circumstances in 
which the individual had a reasonable expectation 
of privacy.”198  

Sen. Mark Udall (D-CO) introduced the only 
privacy-oriented bill that does not include a search 
warrant requirement. Sen. Udall’s Safeguarding 
Privacy and Fostering Aerospace Innovation Act 
of 2013 addresses civilian drone usage and would 
make it unlawful for any individual to conduct 
surveillance of another individual except if they 
acquire prior written consent from the surveilled 
individual, if the surveilled individual is in an 
emergency situation, or if the targeted person is 
in a public place.199 Rep. Poe’s and Sen. Udall’s bills 
may potentially implicate the First Amendment, by 
limiting an individual’s right to record, which has 
traditionally been safeguarded under American 
jurisprudence.200 As such, MPAC does not 
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an American citizen located in the United States 
unless the individual poses an imminent threat of 
death or serious bodily injury, or if lethal military 
force would prevent or minimize deaths or serious 
bodily injuries. Here, the scope extends beyond 
drones.  Although the bills discussed above are 
important in symbolically upholding due process, 
they do not represent meaningful alterations to the 
legal corpus as it stands. The bills allow for national 
security exceptions on the prohibition of domestic 
drone strikes. As it stands, however, national 
security exceptions are already raised in order to 
justify due process-free deprivations of life, liberty, 
or property via drone strikes abroad and nothing 
bars the government from conducting drone strikes 
on American soil.205  A total ban on weaponized 
drones in the national airspace would be far 
more effective. Because the bills discussed above 
do not go far enough, MPAC does not support 
these bills.206  

B. Due Process
Due process rights also figure prominently in drone 
legislation. Five bills relate to the protection of 
due process rights.201 Of these five, three bills were 
introduced this Congressional session that aim to 
restrict the government from using a drone to kill 
American citizens in the United States without due 
process. Sen. Ted Cruz (R-TX) introduced S. 505, “a 
bill to prohibit the use of drones to kill citizens of 
the United States within the United States.”202 This 
was co-sponsored by Sen. Rand Paul (R-KY) and 
Sen. Mike Lee (R-UT). Both this bill and H.R. 1242 
seek to prohibit the use of a drone to kill citizens 
of the United States in the United States unless the 
individual “poses an imminent threat of death or 
serious bodily injury to another individual.”203  

The Life, Liberty, and Justice for All Americans Act 
of 2013, introduced by Rep. Trey Radel (R-FL) is 
broader than the two bills discussed above because 
it is not limited to drones.204 It prohibits the 
President from using “lethal military force” against 

Northrop Grumman RQ-4 Global Hawk

Rennett Stowe
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Another bill would prohibit the weaponization 
of drones entirely. Rep. Michael Burgess (R-
TX) introduced the No Armed Drones Act of 
2013, which would prohibit the Secretary of 
Transportation from granting any “person” 
the authority to operate a drone in the national 
airspace as a weapon or to deliver weapons 
against a person or property in the United 
States.207 The proposed legislation defined 
“person” according to Sec. 40102 of Title 49 of 
the United States Code, and thus “includes a 
governmental authority and a trustee, receiver, 
assignee, and other similar representative.”208  
A ban on the weaponization of drones also has 
wide support: at a January 15, 2014 hearing of the 
Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and 
Technology, Sen. Dianne Feinstein articulated a 
total ban on armed drones on domestic soil as one 

of the principles to adhere to in drone legislation.209  
MPAC supports a total prohibition on the 
weaponization of drones.
It is apparent that legislators are concerned with 
protecting the due process-free deprivation of 
life, liberty, and property of American citizens as 
domestic drone usage grows. This is apparent in the 
proposed legislation as well as in an amendment 
to the National Defense Authorization Act of 2014 
passed by the House of Representatives in June 
2013. The amendment states that “the Department 
of Defense may not use a drone to kill a citizen of 
the United States,” but that protection “shall not 
apply to an individual who is actively engaged in 
combat against the United States.”210 While the 
amendment did not make it to the final version, the 
preoccupation with ensuring due process is clear.211

 Illustration of an EADS-IAI Eagle 1 drone

Greg Goebel
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C. Conclusions
Of the privacy bills introduced, Sen. Markey’s Drone 
Aircraft Privacy and Transparency Act appears to 
be the most effective at safeguarding privacy rights 
because it not only requires law enforcement to 
obtain a search warrant prior to operating a drone 
to obtain evidence, it also entails data minimization 
statements, prohibits information sharing among 
agencies, and requires incidentally collected data to 
be destroyed, except as authorized by law. The bill 
also requires data collection statements from civil 
drone operators, which would compel companies 
and other data-mining entities to be more 
transparent about the kind and amount of data 
they would collect. The passage of Sen. Markey’s 
bill would put in place minimum safeguards against 
the use of drones to carry out wholesale, 
unrestricted surveillance. 

While the bills aimed to prohibit the killing of 
American citizens on American soil may seem 
effective at first, they do little to change the law 
as it stands. The government has frequently used 
the terrorism exception to target American citizens 
such as Anwar al-Awlaki, and has claimed that 
they were actively engaged in combat against the 
United States. And yet, these bills are an important 
articulation of the apprehension that legislators 
sense when considering the integration of potentially 
lethal drones into the national airspace. A complete 
ban on the weaponization of drones would be far 
more effective. As such, MPAC supports Rep. 
Burgess’ No Armed Drones Act of 2013.  

Nathan Goodall

Soldiers launch an AeroVironment RQ-11B Raven
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H.R. 637: Preserving American Privacy Act of 2013 

February 13, 2013, introduced and referred to committee 

Rep. Ted Poe (R-TX), cosponsored by Rep. Zoe Lofgren (D-CA) 

To provide for a legal framework for the operation of public unmanned    
aircraft systems, and for other purposes.

H.R. 972: Preserving Freedom from Unwarranted Surveillance Act of 2013 

March 5, 2013, introduced; April 8, 2013, referred to committee on 

Rep. Austin Scott (R-GA) 

To protect individual privacy against unwarranted governmental intrusion  
through the use of the unmanned aerial vehicles commonly called drones,  
and for other purposes.

S. 505: A bill to prohibit the use of drones to kill citizens of the 
United States within the United States 

March 7, 2013, introduced; March 11, 2013, reported by committee 
Sen. Ted Cruz (R-TX), cosponsored by Sen. Rand Paul (R-KY) 
and Sen. Mike Lee (R-UT) 

Prohibits the federal government from using a drone (unmanned aircraft)    
to kill a U.S. citizen located in the United States. Makes such prohibition  
inapplicable to an individual who poses an immediate threat of death or  
serious bodily injury to another. States that nothing in this Act shall be  
construed to allow the killing of a U.S. citizen located in the United States  
without due process of law.

H.R. 1083: NADA Act of 2013 

March 12, 2013, introduced; March 13, 2013, referred to committee  

Rep. Michael Burgess (R-TX) 

To amend the FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012 to establish  
prohibitions to prevent the use of an unmanned aircraft system as 
a weapon while operating in the national airspace system, and for 
other purposes.

H.R. 1242: To prohibit the use of drones to kill citizens of the 
United States within the United States 

March 18, 2013, introduced; April 15, 2013, referred to committees  

Rep. Reid Ribble (R-WI), 31 cosponsors 

Prohibits the federal government from using a drone (unmanned  
aircraft) to kill a U.S. citizen located in the United States. Makes 
such prohibition inapplicable to an individual who poses an  
immediate threat of death or serious bodily injury to another. 
States that nothing in this Act shall be construed to allow 
the killing of a U.S. citizen located in the United States without     
due process of law.

Proposed Drone Legislation in the 113th Congress

Bill No. and Name

Status

Introduced by

Summary

Bill No. and Name
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Introduced by

Summary

Bill No. and Name
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Introduced by

Summary

Bill No. and Name

Status

Introduced by

Summary

Bill No. and Name

Status

Introduced by

Summary

Privacy Related Bills
Due Process Related
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H.R. 1269: Life, Liberty, and Justice for All Americans Act of 2013 

March 19, 2013, introduced; April 15, 2013, referred to committee  

Rep. Trey Radel (R-FL) 

To prohibit the use of lethal military force against citizens 

of the United States located within the United States.

H.R. 1262: Drone Aircraft Privacy and Transparency Act of 2013 

March 19, 2013, introduced and referred to committee 

Rep. Edward Markey (D-MA) and co-sponsored by 
Rep. Peter Welch (D-VT) 

To amend the FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012 
to provide guidance and limitations regarding the integration 
of unmanned aircraft systems into United States airspace, 
and for other purposes.

S. 1016: Preserving Freedom from Unwarranted 
Surveillance Act of 2013 

May 22, 2013, introduced and referred to committee 

Sen. Rand Paul (R-KY) 

A bill to protect individual privacy against unwarranted   
governmental intrusion through the use of the unmanned 
aerial vehicles commonly called drones, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2183: Drones Accountability Act 

May 23, 2013, introduced and referred to committees  

Rep. Barbara Lee (D-CA)

To direct the Director of the CIA to cease lethal drone 
operations, and for other purposes.

S. 1057: Safeguarding Privacy and Fostering 
Aerospace Innovation Act of 2013 

May 23, 2013, introduced and referred to committee 

Sen. Mark Udall (D-CO) 

A bill to prohibit the use of unmanned aircraft systems by private 
persons to conduct surveillance of other private persons, and 
for other purposes.
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Status
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Summary
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Summary
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Summary
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H.R. 2438: Designating Requirements on Notification of Executive 
Ordered Strikes Act of 2013 

June 19, 2013, introduced and referred to committees  

Rep. Darrell E. Issa (R-CA) 

To require an adequate process in preplanned lethal operations that    
deliberately target citizens of the United States or citizens of strategic  
treaty allies of the United States, to limit the use of cluster munitions  
generally, including when likely to unintentionally harm such citizens, 
and for other purposes.

H.R. 2868: Drone Aircraft Privacy and Transparency Act of 2013 

July 30, 2013, introduced and referred to committees  

Rep. Peter Welch (D-VT) 

To amend the FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012 to 
provide guidance and limitations regarding the integration of     
unmanned aircraft systems into United States airspace, and 
for other purposes.

S. 1639: Drone Aircraft Privacy and Transparency Act of 2013 

November 4, 2013, introduced and referred to committee 

Sen. Edward Markey (D-MA) 

To amend the FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012 to  
provide guidance and limitations regarding the integration of 
unmanned aircraft systems into United States airspace, and 
for other purposes.

H.R. 4036: To prohibit the Central Intelligence Agency from 
using an unmanned aerial vehicle to carry out a weapons 
strike or other deliberately lethal action and to transfer 
the authority to conduct such strikes or lethal action to the 
Department of Defense 

February 11, 2014, introduced and referred to committees 

Rep. Michael Burgess (R-TX) 

Prohibits any officer or employee of, or contractor or detailee 
to, the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) from using an unmanned 
aerial vehicle to carry out a weapons strike or other lethal action. 
Requires the President to transfer all authority to use such 
a vehicle to conduct such strikes or lethal action to the 
Department of Defense (DOD).
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II. Bills In State Legislatures
Drone Legislation Introduced, Enacted, or Adopted in 2013
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In 2013, state legislators introduced a record 
number of bills aiming to regulate domestic drone 
usage. Preoccupations with privacy and due 
process are also echoed in state legislatures. The 
National Conference of State Legislatures reported 
that 43 states introduced 130 bills and resolutions 
addressing drones. By the end of 2013, 13 states had 
enacted 16 new laws addressing domestic drone 
usage and 11 states had adopted 16 resolutions.212  
Many of the bills have been carried over to 2014: 
as of June 6, 2014, 35 states have considered 
legislation related to drones. While most of the 
bills have been carried over from 2013, Hawaii, 
Kentucky, Missouri, and Indiana have introduced 
new measures this year. As of June 2014, six bills 
have been enacted in five states in 2014: Indiana, 
Iowa, Tennessee, Utah, and Wisconsin. This brings 
the total number of enacted drone legislation to 22 
laws in 17 states and 16 resolutions in 11 states.213  

Drone bills in the states address a number of 
issues: some bills seek to encourage the growth of 
the drone industry within the state, while others 
address privacy or due process, and yet others 
impose a moratorium on drones until further study 
has been conducted. This report mainly addresses 
legislation enacted in 2013.

A. Promotion of drone industry
States have been competing to become the Silicon 
Valley of the domestic drone market, and this is 
evident in a number of bills that have been passed 
encouraging the growth of the domestic drone 
industry.214 The Nevada state legislature passed 
Senate Concurrent Resolution 7, which stated 
that Nevada is the optimal site for drone testing 
and development. Both houses of the legislature 
endorsed the “promotion of efforts to support the 
establishment of Nevada as the “Silicon Valley” 
of unmanned aircraft systems education, testing, 
research and manufacture,” and affirming that 
Nevada must compete to become one of the 
FAA’s six test sites.215   

Furthermore, Nevada’s legislature also passed AB 
507, which appropriated $4 million to the interim 
Finance Committee for allocation to the Governor’s 
Office of Economic Development for the Unmanned 

Aerial Vehicle (UAV) program only if the state is 
selected as a FAA test site. The state of Nevada was 
subsequently selected as a FAA test site. Similarly, 
the North Dakota legislature passed SB 2018, which 
appropriated $1 million to pursue designation 
as a test site, and a further $4 million if North 
Dakota gets chosen. North Dakota’s Department of 
Commerce was also selected as a FAA test site.216  

Seven additional states adopted resolutions 
recognizing the advantages of having a thriving 
drone industry within their states: Alabama (HR 
381), Alaska (HCR 6), California (AJR 6, SCR 16), 
Georgia (HR 80, HR 81, SR 172), Idaho (SCR 103), 
Michigan (HR 280, HR 87), and North Dakota 
(HCR 3012).217  

Hawaii and Maryland passed legislation that is 
accommodating of the growing drone industry. 
The Hawaii state legislature passed SB 1221, 
which appropriates $100,000 for two staff 
positions contracted through the University of 
Hawaii. These two positions would be responsible 
for creating three degree and training programs 
on advanced aviation, one of which would be 
a professional unmanned aircraft systems pilot 
program.218 The Maryland state legislature passed 
legislation that would appropriate $500,000 for 
its drone test site.219  

B. Moratoriums on drone use by 
State or local agencies
While some legislation promotes domestic drone 
growth, two states have introduced limited 
moratoriums on the flying of drones in state 
territories, at least until a thorough study has been 
conducted on the implications of domestic drones 
on privacy. Moratoriums grant states time to study 
the implications of introducing drones into State 
and local agencies, thus allowing them to put 
adequate safeguards in place. Virginia enacted the 
first drone bills with the passage of HB 2012 and SB 
1331. These laws imposed a two-year moratorium 
on drone operation by state agencies that have 
“jurisdiction over criminal law enforcement or 
regulatory violations” or local law enforcement. The 
moratorium would last until July 1, 2015. 220  
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There are exceptions, which allow law enforcement 
officers to deploy drones during Amber Alerts and 
Blue Alerts, and which allow use by the National 
Guard, higher education institutions, and search and 
rescue operations. The laws would also require the 
Virginia Department of Criminal Justice Services 
and other departments to conduct research on ideal 
modes of drone operation by law enforcement and 
to present findings to the legislature.221 

The legislation developed from collaboration 
between Delegate Todd C. Gilbert (R-Shenandoah), 
noted for his conservative stances on several 
issues, and the ACLU of Virginia.222 The ACLU of 
Virginia applauded the passage of the legislation, 
stating that “Virginia legislators are wise to 
anticipate the potential negative impact on civil 
liberties and privacy rights unfettered access to 
drone technology could have and to take the 
additional time needed to develop sensible and 
reasonable policies that balance the benefit of such 
technology with the privacy rights of Virginians.”223  
Because there is an urgent need to first study and 
understand the implications of domestic drone 
usage, MPAC supports limited moratoriums on 
domestic drone use. After a thorough study has 
been conducted, individual states can decide to 
introduce drones as they see fit. 
Similarly, North Carolina passed SB 402, which 
places a moratorium on drone usage by state or 
local personnel until July 1, 2015, unless the entity 
obtains the permission of the Chief Information 
Officer of the Department of Transportation (CIO). 
Additionally, if the CIO determines that there is a 
need for a drone system for State or local agencies, 
planning may be undertaken for the development 
and implementation of a drone program in 
North Carolina.224  

C. Privacy
Like members of Congress, state legislators 
are particularly concerned about privacy rights. 
In 2013, seven laws were enacted and two 
resolutions were adopted that address privacy 
rights. Additionally, the ACLU kept track of bills 
introduced in 43 states and the vast majority of the 
bills monitored required a probable cause warrant 
before using a drone in an investigation.225 Such a 

uniform requirement will protect the public from 
unwarranted surveillance by local law enforcement. 
While civil liberties organizations advocated 
probable cause warrants for the use of drones in 
gathering evidence and information, it was not a 
given that legislators would comply. The prevalence 
of the probable cause-based search warrant 
requirement indicates the priority privacy has in 
the drone age. 

Florida passed SB 92, the Freedom from 
Unwarranted Surveillance Act, and several states 
followed suit, introducing their own versions of 
the Freedom from Unwarranted Surveillance Act. 
Florida’s law prohibits law enforcement from using 
a drone to acquire evidence or other information. 
There are three exceptions: law enforcement may 
use a drone to counter a terrorist attack if the U.S. 
Department of Homeland Security determines 
such a risk exists; law enforcement may use a 
drone if they first acquire a search warrant; and 
law enforcement may also use a drone if the law 
enforcement agency has reasonable suspicion 
that swift action is needed to prevent deaths or 
serious damage to property, to prevent the escape 
of a suspect or destruction of evidence; or to aid 
in the search of a missing person. Florida’s law 
also prohibits submitting information in court that 
was obtained in violation of the act.226 Tennessee’s 
Freedom from Unwarranted Surveillance Act is 
similar to Florida’s act.227  

The search warrant requirement is similar in 
Montana,228 Oregon,229 and Illinois. Illinois passed 
the Freedom from Drone Surveillance Act, signed 
by its governor in August 2013. Illinois’ SB 1587 is 
notable because it also establishes information 
retention and reporting requirements for law 
enforcement agencies.230 In terms of privacy, 
Oregon has perhaps the best safeguards for 
individual privacy, prohibiting evidence from being 
admitted in court if it does not comply with the 
statute and governing law enforcement operation 
of drones and law enforcement acquisition of data 
from third party drones. Oregon’s law also imposes 
time limits on law enforcement use of drones and 
requires registration of all drones used by public 
bodies.231 Due to their stringent safeguards on 
law enforcement use of drones and protection of 
privacy rights, MPAC supports Oregon’s drone law.
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In terms of privacy, Oregon has 
perhaps the best safeguards for 
individual privacy, prohibiting 
evidence from being admitted 
in court if it does not comply with 
the statute and governing law 
enforcement operation of drones 
and law enforcement acquisition 
of data from third party drones.

While Alaska has not passed a law requiring a 
search warrant, Alaska’s HCR 6 creates a joint task 
force to undertake a study of the drone industry, 
including its implications on privacy rights.232  Both 
Texas and Idaho place limitations on the civil use 
of a drone. Texas’ law makes it a misdemeanor if 
any individual captures “an image of an individual 
or privately owned real property in this state 
with the intent to conduct surveillance on the 
individual or property captured in the image.” There 
are exceptions, however, including if the image 
was captured for scholarly or research purposes 
on behalf of an institution of higher learning. 
Additionally, while Texas’ law nominally requires 
a probable cause warrant, the law provides so 
many ways law enforcement can use drones that 
the law is not protective against unwarranted 
surveillance.233  

Idaho’s law prohibits the use of a drone to conduct 
unwarranted surveillance or observation by any 
person, entity, or state agency of any individual 
or their dwellings or the immediate area around 
their home, unless they have written permission. 
The law also prohibits unwarranted surveillance 
of any agricultural industry unless they have 
written consent, or unless the surveillance pertains 
to marijuana eradication efforts.234  The laws 
passed in Texas and Idaho may infringe the First 
Amendment by attempting to prohibit or outlaw 
activities that have traditionally been protected 
under American jurisprudence. As ACLU legislative 
counsel Christopher Calabrese stated, “several 
federal courts have relied on free speech analysis in 
holding that taking photographs of things that are 
plainly visible from public spaces is a constitutional 
right protected by the First Amendment.”235 For this 
reason, MPAC does not support these laws. 

D. Due process and a ban on 
armed drones
Oregon’s HB 2710 prohibits public bodies from 
operating drones capable of being weaponized. The 
text states: “A public body may not operate a drone 
that is capable of firing a bullet or other projectile, 
directing a laser or otherwise being used as a 
weapon.”236 According to the ACLU, bills introduced 
in 2013 in Georgia, Illinois, Massachusetts, Montana, 
New Hampshire, Oklahoma, and North Dakota all 
sought to prohibit the weaponization of drones.237 
 

E. Conclusions
The legislation enacted in state legislatures around 
the country indicates enthusiasm for the growing 
drone industry, as well as apprehensions. These 
apprehensions have resulted in moratoriums, which 
would be effective in granting states time to study 
the implications of drone usage on privacy, civil 
liberties, public safety, and on due process.238  
A preoccupation with privacy has also featured 
prominently in drone legislation, with the result 
that of the 16 laws passed, seven enacted bills 
address privacy rights. 

Of the bills enacted, Oregon’s bill is perhaps most 
comprehensive in protecting privacy, through 
its restriction on law enforcement use of 
drones and imposition of time limits.  MPAC
also supports Oregon’s bill because it prohibits 
public bodies from operating drones capable 
of being weaponized. 
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Enacted or Adopted Drone Legislation in 2013 
Source: National Conference of State Legislatures239 

Alabama 

HR 381  

Rep. Phil Williams (R)  

May 2, 2013, McCutcheon motion to adopt 

Seeks FAA UAS test site selection.

Alaska 

HCR 6 

Rep. Shelley Hughes (R) 

June 24, 2013, permanently filed 6/14 Legis. Resolve 17  

Resolution adopted creating drone task force.

California 

AJR 6 

Assemb. Steve Fox (D) 

August 15, 2013, chaptered by Secretary of State, Res. 

Chapter 78, Statutes of 2013 
Seeks FAA UAS test site selection.

California 

SCR 16: California Aerospace Month

Sen. Steve Knight (R)   

April 8, 2013, chaptered by Secretary of State. Res. 

Chapter 13, Statutes of 2013
Recognizes contributions of the aerospace industry 
to California. March 2013 proclaimed as California 
Aerospace Month.

Florida 

SB 92/HB 119: Freedom from Unwarranted Surveillance Act 

Sen. Joe Negron (R) 

April 22, 2013, approved by Governor, 04/26/13 Chapter No. 2013-33  

Search warrant required prior to law enforcement use of drone.
Exceptions for countering high risk of terrorist attacks. Allows for 
remedies. Evidence obtained in violation of the act not to be 
submitted in court.
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Georgia 

SR 172  

Sen. Buddy Carter (R)  

February 6, 2013, Senate read and adopted

Recognizes contributions of the aerospace industry to Georgia. 

Georgia 

HR 81 

Rep. Pat Gardner (D) 

January 29, 2013, House read and adopted

Recognizes contributions of the aerospace industry to Georgia.

Georgia 

HR 80 

Rep. Pat Gardner (D) 

February 5, 2013, House adopted and February 14, 
transmitted to Senate

Invites Donald Mitchell, Co-Chair of Georgia Aerospace 
Policy Working Group, and Chance McColl, Co-Chair of Georgia  
Aerospace Policy Working Group, to be recognized by the 
House of Representatives.

Hawaii 

SB 1221 

Sen. Gilbert Kahele (D) and Sen. Suzanne Chun Oakland (D) 

July 9, 2013, signed into law

Appropriates $350,000 to establish aeronautical programs 
at the University of Hawaii at Hilo and Hawaii community college.

Idaho 

SB 1134 

Sen. Chuck Winder (R), Sen. Elliot Werk (D)

April 11, 2013, signed by Governor 

Search warrant required prior to law enforcement use of drone.
Exceptions for emergencies, search and rescue missions, 
or controlled substance investigations. 
Allows for remedies.
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Idaho 

SCR 103 

Transportation committee 

April 4, 2013, reported delivered to the Secretary of State on 04/12/13

Seeks FAA UAS test site selection.

Illinois 

SB 1587: Freedom from Drone Surveillance Act 

Sen. Daniel Biss (D) 

August 27, 2013, approved by Governor 

• Law enforcement prohibited from using drones.
• Exceptions for: countering high risk of terrorist attacks; search warrants; 
   if law enforcement has reasonable suspicion that swift action is needed to 
   prevent imminent death or injury or the imminent escape of evidence or 
   a suspect; missing person searches; or solely for crime scene or traffic 
   crash scene photography.
•  Allows for remedies. 
• Evidence obtained in violation of the act not to be submitted in court.
• Establishes certain information retention and reporting requirements 
   concerning drone ownership and use.

Illinois 

HB 1652 Rep. 

Adam Brown (R) and Sen. Daniel Bliss (D) 

August 16, 2013, signed by Governor 

Prohibits drone operators from interfering with lawful taking 
of wildlife or aquatic life.

Indiana 

SR 27 

Sen. Jim Tomes (R) and Sen. Brent Waltz (R) 

February 25, 2013, adopted, voice vote 

Urges the legislative council to establish the interim study committee 
 on the use of aircraft to study the use of unmanned aerial vehicles

Maryland 

HB 100 

Del. Nicholaus R. Kipke (R) 

April 5, 2013, enacted 

Appropriates $100,000 to a potential FAA UAS test site in case 
Maryland gets selected.
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Michigan 

HR 280 Rep. 

Wayne Schmidt (R) 

December 12 2013, House adopted 

Seeks FAA UAS test site selection.

Michigan 

HR 87 

Rep. Dian Slavens (D) 

April 10, 2013, House adopted 

A resolution to declare April 15, 2013, as Robotics Day 
in the state of Michigan.

Montana 

SB 196 

Sen. Matthew Rosendale (R) 

May 1, 2013, signed by Governor, chapter number assigned 

• Prohibits admission of information obtained from a drone in court 
   unless the information was obtained pursuant to a search warrant or 
   in accordance with judicially recognized exceptions to search warrants. 
• Information obtained from a drone can also not be used to establish 
   probable cause unless the information was obtained pursuant to a 
   search warrant or in accordance with judicially recognized exceptions 
   to search warrants.

Nevada 

AB 507 

Assembly Ways and Means 

June 10, 2013, approved by Governor 

Appropriates $4,000,000.00 to the interim Finance Committee for 
allocation to the Governor’s Office of Economic Development for the 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) program only if the state is selected 
as a FAA test site.

Nevada 

SCR 7 

Sen. Moises Denis (D) 

May 8, 2013, enrolled and delivered to Sec. of State 

Seeks FAA UAS test site selection.
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North Carolina 

SB 402 

Sen. Peter Brunstetter (R), Sen. Harry Brown (R), Sen. Neal Hunt (R) 

July 26, 2013, signed by Governor 

• Places a moratorium on drone usage by state or local personnel until 
  July 1, 2015, unless the entity obtains the permission of the Chief Information 
  Officer of the Department of Transportation (CIO).
• The CIO may also determine whether a UAS program would be beneficial 
   for the State.
 

North Dakota 

SB 2018 

Appropriations Committee 

May 24, 2013, signed by Governor 

Appropriates $1,000,000.00 to pursue designation as a test site, 
and a further $4,000,000.00 if North Dakota gets selected.

North Dakota 

HCR 3012 

Rep. Marie Strinden (D) 

Mar. 22, 2013, filed with Sec. of State 

Urges United States Air Force to select the Grand Forks Air Force 
Base as the active duty main operating base for the new KC-46A 
refueling tanker mission.

Oregon 

HB 2710 A 

Rep. John E. Huffman (R) 

July 29, 2013, signed by Governor  

•  Search warrants required for law enforcement to gather evidence 
    or other information.
•  Exceptions if there is imminent danger to life or liberty of an individual; 
    if law enforcement has the consent of the individual; to recreate a crime 
    scene; for training purposes; if a state of emergency exists.
•  Evidence obtained in violation of the act not to be submitted in court.
•  Restrictions on data collection by public bodies.
•  Prohibition of the weaponization of drones by public bodies.
•  Allows for remedies.
•  Establishes certain information retention and reporting requirements 
    concerning drone ownership and use.
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Pennsylvania 

HR 172 

Rep Stephen Barrar (R) 

March 21, 2013, adopted by House 

Beseeches the United States Department of Defense to reconsider 
the order of precedence for the newly created Distinguished Warfare 
Medal for cyberwarfare of drone operation.

Tennessee 

SB 796: Freedom from Unwarranted Surveillance Act 

Sen. Mae Beavers (R) 

May 20, 2013, signed by Governor 

Prohibits drone use by law enforcement to gather evidence 
except in cases of terror attack, under valid warrant, or to protect 
immediate danger to life.

 

Texas 

HB 912 

Rep. Lance Gooden (R) 

June 14, 2013, signed by Governor 

• Prohibits all drones from capturing an image except for academic 
   research purposes, in testing environments, for military missions, 
   for mapping purposes, for electric or natural gas utility, with consent, 
   for accident documentation, for missing persons, for emergency 
   situations, or pursuant to a valid warrant. 

• However, “it is a defense to prosecution under this section that the 
   person destroyed the image: 
   (1) as soon as the person had knowledge that the image was captured 
   in violation of this section; and 
  (2) without disclosing, displaying, or distributing the image to a third party.”

Texas 

HCR 217

Rep. Lance Gooden (R) and Sen. Craig Estes (R) 

June 14, 2013, signed by Governor 

Alters reporting requirements from HB 912.

Texas 

HR 3035 

Rep. Lance Gooden (R) 

May 26, 2013, passed House 

Addresses legislative procedure needed to enact HB 912.
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Texas 

SR 1084 

Sen. Criag Estes (R) 

May 26, 2013, passed Senate 

Addresses legislative procedure needed to enact HB 912.

Virginia 

HB 2012 (incorporates HB 1616 and is identical to SB 1331) 

Delegate Benjamin L. Cline (R) 

April 3, 2013 signed by Governor 

Places a moratorium on the use of unmanned aircraft systems by state and 
local law enforcement and regulatory entities until July 1, 2015, except in 
defined emergency situations or in training exercises related to such situations.
 

Virginia 

SB 1331 (identical to HB 2012) 

Sen. A. Donald McEachin (D) 

April 3, 2013 signed by Governor 

Same as HB 2012.

Virginia 

HB 1616 (incorporated into HB 2012) 

Delegate C. Todd Gilbert  (R) 

February 1, 2013, bill incorporated by Courts of Justice 

(HB2012-Cline) by voice vote in House 
Same as HB 2012.
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 Staff Sgt. Terra C. Gatti, Virginia Guard Public Affairs
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“The big policy question is whether we want to live in a free society 
  as envisioned by our Founding Fathers or an Orwellian surveillance 
  society…I’m glad to see that my colleagues agree with me in our 
  preference for a Commonwealth that values privacy and personal 
  freedom over Big Brother.”
- Delegate C. Todd Gilbert, Virginia House of Delegates (R-Shenandoah), after 
  the Virginia General Assembly approved a two-year moratorium on drones
 

Through the passage of the FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012, Congress 
mandated the expedited integration of drones into the national airspace. The FAA 
has been forging ahead to meet the September 2015 deadline, publishing a 
roadmap for drone integration in November 2013 and selecting six sites to test the 
integration of drones into the national airspace at the end of December 2013.241  
While the roadmap addresses safety concerns, several issues remain unresolved, 
including the preservation of privacy and due process rights. 

Current privacy law will prove inadequate in preventing abuses that may occur 
as a result of the mass introduction of drones. While the Fourth Amendment 
theoretically protects against unreasonable searches and seizures, certain 
standards in case law will have to be reassessed. For instance, can an individual 
have a reasonable expectation of privacy in the age of mass surveillance? As has 
been suggested by policy analysts, it may be more effective to determine whether 
the surveillance itself is reasonable, regardless of where it took place. 

Additionally, the demarcation between public and private areas will have to be 
reconsidered. Although case law indicates that law enforcement agencies do not 
need a warrant to view anything that can be viewed by the average passenger 
flying in the national airspace, courts may choose to distinguish between manned 
aircraft and unmanned aircraft, which can be made to conduct near-constant 
surveillance of public places, implicating privacy rights. Lastly, federal and state 
privacy statutes will also have to be updated to meet this new challenge. 
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Due process will also have to be ensured as drones are integrated into the national 
airspace. Due process rights have eroded considerably since the start of the global 
war on terror in 2001. National security concerns may facilitate the deployment of 
armed drones to deprive Americans of life, liberty, or property. Perhaps the most 
direct way to ensure that no individual will be subjected to due process-free killings 
on American soil by means of a drone is to impose a total ban on the weaponization 
of drones. 

In addressing these concerns, the Muslim Public Affairs Council makes the 
following recommendations:
 
     • Law enforcement use of drones should be restricted. 

     • Data collection should be strictly monitored.

     • The FAA should require, not merely recommend, that test sites incorporate 
        the Fair Information Practices into their privacy policies. 

     • The weaponization of drones should be banned.

     • The right to due process should be preserved.

     • Entities should be able to bring a cause of action against those who violate 
        their privacy or due process rights, and there should be adequate remedies 
        enshrined in legislation.

     • Drone deployment by federal agents must be subjected to Congressional 
        oversight and local public drone use should be subjected to local city 
        council oversight.

     • The public should be engaged in the development of policy guidelines 
        by any agency intending to operate drones.

     • In keeping with the principle of transparency, the FAA should make 
        available to the public the names of drone applicants, the holders of 
        Certificates of Authorization, other licensees, and privacy policies 
        of drone-operating agencies.
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Legislation must be enacted that effectively safeguards constitutional liberties. 
Several of the elements listed above have already been included in enacted 
legislation in state legislatures, but a uniform set of standards must also be 
enshrined in federal legislation that all entities are bound to abide by. As such, the 
Muslim Public Affairs supports the Drone Aircraft Privacy and Transparency Act of 
2013, introduced by Sen. Edward Markey, and the No Armed Drones Act of 2013, 
introduced by Rep. Michael Burgess. 

Additionally, while MPAC applauds state legislatures that have enacted legislation 
regulating domestic drone usage, MPAC particularly supports Oregon’s enacted bill 
HB 2710 because of the protections it offers against warrantless surveillance and its 
prohibition on the use of weaponized drones by public bodies. By the end of 2014, 
we hope to see effective legislative regulations on domestic drone usage enacted 
at both the federal and state levels. 
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